GF-3 satellite is China's first C-band multi-polarized synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite with the 1-meter resolution, which has been widely used in various fields. Road detection for GF-3 SAR images is an important part of the application of GF-3, especially in fields of map update, target recognition, and image matching. However, speckle appears in GF-3 SAR images due to coherent imaging system and it hinders the interpretation of images seriously. Especially the detection of weak roads under strong speckle background becomes extremely difficult. As a representative of multiscale geometric analysis (MGA) tool, shearlet has the optimal sparse representation feature and strong directional orientation, which can effectively capture edge and other anisotropic feature information, and can accurately describe the sparse characteristics of GF-3 SAR images. Based on shearlet, a method for detecting weak roads under strong speckle interference is proposed. Firstly, the Frost filter is used for despeckling. Secondly, shearlet is used for road detection. Finally, morphological operations are adopted to obtain the final result. Road detection experiments on various types of GF-3 SAR images demonstrate that, the proposed method can effectively overcome the interference of speckle, and completely and smoothly detect road information, which is very suitable for the detection of weak roads under strong speckle interference of GF-3 SAR images.
I. INTRODUCTION
GF-3 satellite is China's first C-band multi-polarized synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite with the 1-meter resolution. It can penetrate clouds and rain areas, not limited by day and night, penetrate vegetation, and go deep into the ground. It is widely used in agriculture, disaster monitoring, geology, lakes, marine monitoring and navigation, etc. Like ground targets such as airports, bridges, dams and rivers, roads in GF-3 SAR images are not only strategically important in military but also important for the development of the national economy.
Speckle appears in GF-3 SAR images due to coherent imaging system and it hinders the interpretation of images seriously [1] . Appearance of speckle makes road detection The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dimitris E. Anagnostou . extremely difficult, especially the detection of weak roads under strong speckle interference. This makes the traditional edge detectors based on difference operators invalid for SAR images such as Sobel, LoG and Canny [2] , [3] . These traditional edge detectors usually result in a lot of false edges for SAR images. These false edges cover up real edges and reduce accuracy of edge detection. Recently, there are some novel edge detectors presented in references, such as [4] , [5] and [6] . In [5] , the author proposed a novel robust edge detector. In [6] , the author proposed a SAR phase congruency detector (SAR-PC). It should be noted that GF-3 SAR images usually own strong sparsity [7] , [8] . But the traditional difference-based edge detectors and the two new detectors above do not take into account the sparsity of images. In [4] , the author proposed a new SAR image detection algorithm based on the de-noising algorithm via the shearlet-based sparse representation and a new morphology edge detector. Motivated by this idea, the use of sparsity of GF-3 SAR images is focused in this paper, which is helpful to obtain high accuracy of road detection.
In recent years, multi-scale geometric analysis (MGA) tools have been widely used in the field of image processing. Among these tools, shearlet has optimal sparsity and complete mathematical theory. Compared with other wavelet tools, shearlet is more suitable for processing geometric features in multi-dimensional data. It has strong directional orientation and can effectively capture edge and other anisotropic feature information. Therefore, we use shearlet, the optimal sparse tool, to perform road detection on GF-3 SAR images, which can better suppress speckle, improve detection accuracy, and obtain smooth and continuous road detection results.
The weak roads under strong speckle interference are detected in this paper. Due to the interference of speckle in GF-3 SAR images, the Frost filter is used for despeckling, which can reduce the impact of speckle on the subsequent road detection. Then, shearlet is used for road detection to get high detecting accuracy. Finally, morphological operations are adopted to refine edges and eliminate false edges to obtain the final result. Road detection experiments on different types of GF-3 SAR images verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II. GF-3 SAR IMAGES
GF-3 satellite is a C-band and multi-polarized SAR satellite with the highest resolution in the world. In addition, it is also China's first low-orbit remote sensing satellite with a design life of 8 years. It can provide users with long-term and stable data support services. It also improves the efficiency of the satellite system and has a wide range of applications in various fields. Figure 1 shows a scene of a GF-3 SAR image with a road and the corresponding imaging parameters are shown in Table 1 . In this image, there is a lot of strong speckle and the road shows weak gray, so the speckle seriously interferes with the detection of the roads. For the detection of weak roads under such strong speckle interference, the traditional difference operators fail. Because GF-3 SAR images have strong sparsity, and shearlet has the optimal sparsity and strong directional orientation, we use shearlet to perform road detection for GF-3 SAR images [9] - [19] .
III. SHEARLET
This section introduces the definition, the optimal sparsity and the strong directional orientation of shearlet and provides sufficient theoretical basis for the road detection [20] - [31] .
A. INTRODUCTION
Shearlet is a new multi-scale geometric analysis method based on the theory of traditional affine system. It is constructed by a special form of affine system with compound expansion. When dimension n = 2, the affine system with compound expansion is defined as [32] , [33] 
where ψ ∈ L 2 R 2 , j, l and k are scale, shear and translation parameters, A and B are invertible matrices, |det B| = 1, A j is a scale transformed matrix, B l is associated with a geometric transformation that maintains an area constant such as rotation and shear transformation. When S k = 1 k 0 1 is the anisotropic expansion matrix and B = B 0 = 1 1 0 1 is the shear matrix, the equation above becomes shearlet. For each
is a split of D 0 , which is shown in Figure 2 (a). Because the set
is a Parseval frame of L 2 (D 0 ) ∨ = f ∈ L 2 R 2 : suppf ⊂ D 0 , it is easy to find that the function ψ j,l,k has the following frequency domain support [34] 
It means that each elementψ j,l,k is supported by the trapezoid whose approximate size is 2 2j × 2 j , and whose direction is along with the line with the slope l2 −j (Shown in Figure 2 (b)). It can be seen that shearlet has great local characteristics and strong directional sensitivity.
B. THE OPTIMAL SPARSE REPRESENTATION OF THE SHEARLET
Denoting f as the function that the direction is C 2 except a curve that is piecewise C 2 continuous respectively. f S N is the approximation of the maximum shearlet coefficient that the count is N of f . The relationship between them is [35] 
From the formula, we can see that the approximation order of shearlet can be reached O N −2 (log N ) 3 . Compared with other multi-scale geometric analysis tools, shearlet has optimal sparsity and can optimally represent images in various directions and scales. For GF-3 SAR images with obvious sparsity, using shearlet, an optimal sparse tool, can lead to an ideal road detection result.
IV. DETECTION STEPS
The weak roads under strong speckle interference are detected in this paper. This section firstly uses the Frost filter to preprocess SAR images. This can mitigate the interference of speckle on road detection. Then, shearlet with optimal sparsity is used to perform road detection. Finally, morphological operations are adopted to refine edges and eliminate false edges to obtain an ideal result.
A. FROST FILTER PREPROCESSING
Because we mainly study the weak roads under strong speckle interference in GF-3 SAR images, it is necessary to choose a suitable filter to suppress speckle, reduce the false edges on the road detection, and effectively retain the road feature information to be detected. Since the Frost filter [36] is an algorithm that preserves edges and fine details well in the traditional speckle reduction algorithms, this section uses the Frost filter to smooth speckle effectively. And we can get a to-be-processed image in which speckle is effectively suppressed and road information is effectively retained.
The Frost filter is defined aŝ
whereR kl represents the filtered output of the center pixel (k, l), P ij is the gray value of any pixel in the sliding window, d ij is the distance from any pixel in the sliding window to the central pixel, C I is the coefficient of variation that is defined by the ratio of the sample standard deviation to the sample mean, and η (η > 0) is the tuning factor. The larger the value of η, the stronger the ability to maintain the edge, and conversely, the stronger the ability to suppress the speckle. From (6), C I has a direct impact on the performance of the Frost filter. When C I is small, the Frost filter can suppress speckle more sufficiently in homogeneous regions. When C I is larger, the Frost filter can effectively preserve edge information in edge regions. Therefore, C I is a measure that reflects the adaptability of the Frost filtering. In addition, the Frost filter assigns different weight values to pixels at different positions in the sliding window. The farther away from the central pixel, the smaller the weight, which tends to preserve the edge and detail information of the image.
The Frost filter can sufficiently suppress the speckle in the homogeneous region and effectively preserve the edge information in the edge region. Therefore, we choose the Frost filter to preserve valid road information and suppress speckle as much as possible.
B. LOGARITHMIC TRANSFORMATION
The commonly used multiplicative speckle model of SAR images is defined as [37] 
where Y is an observed image, F is the speckle, and X is an real image. Since shearlet is based on the additive speckle model, it is necessary to first make the above multiplicative model additive by using log-transform before using the shearlet transformation, i.e., log (Y ) = log (F) + log (X) .
(8)
C. ROAD DETECTION BASED ON SHEARLET
The core of road detection is the edge detection based on phase congruency and shearlet. Phase congruency is an edge detection algorithm originally using Fourier coefficients. Because shearlet has the optimal sparse representation feature and strong directional orientation, in this section, we combine phase congruency and shearlet together. In order to facilitate understanding, we first introduce edge detection on one dimension which is regarded as the simulation of theoretical background of our method, then we provide the case of two dimensions. The principle is described as follows [2] , [38] .
1) EDGE DETECTION ON ONE DIMENSION
We define a wavelet system as ψ j,x , where j (j > 0) is the scale parameter, x is the translation parameter and x ∈ R. ψ even j,x represents an even-symmetric wavelet and ψ odd j,x represents an odd-symmetric wavelet. f represents a one-dimension signal and the inner product f , ψ j,x represents the wavelet coefficient at the position x. The principle of edge detection on one dimension is shown in Figure 3 .
We use phase congruency with the even-symmetric wavelets which contain different parameters on an ideal edge. Then we find that f , ψ even j,x = 0 for all j > 0 when the evensymmetric wavelets are centered on the edge. As the dilated wavelets are shifted away from the edge, the inner product increases or decreases rapidly away from zero. We use phase congruency with the odd-symmetric wavelets which contain different parameters on an ideal edge. Then we find that f , ψ odd j,x is constant, nonzero and achieves a local maximum at x = 0 for all j > 0 when the odd-symmetric wavelets are centered on the edge. As they are shifted away from the edge, the value of the inner product drops rapidly from that maximum. We can use these properties to judge whether a pixel is part of an edge on one dimension. The probability of each pixel which is part of an edge is between 0 and 1. If the probability is 0, it means there is no edge. If the probability is 1, it means there must be en edge here.
The calculation formula for the probability that each pixel exists on the edge is
where ε > 0 prevents division by zero, I ∈ {1, 2, . . .} is the number of scale parameters. E ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) may be less than 0. To ensure that the probability value of each pixel is between 0 and 1, the formula is defined as
When the wavelet is centered on an ideal edge, we can see that
When detecting edges on two dimensions, we approximate the direction k * of a potential edge. To get the value of k * of a pixel, we find which pair of parameters (j, k) yields the largest coefficients of f , ψ odd j,k,x 0 for a fixed x 0 over a fixed range of j and all of the k computed. Then we detect edges in the one dimension case in the preferred direction k * .
2) EDGE DETECTION ON TWO DIMENSIONS
We construct even-symmetric shearlet as a tensor product of the Mexican hat wavelet and a Gaussian [39] . The formula of even-symmetric shearlet is defined as
where j ∈ N 0 is the scale parameter, |k| < 2 j 2 is the shear parameter, x ∈ Z 2 is the translation parameter, S k = 1 k 0 1 is the shear matrix and A j = 2 j 0 0 2 j/2 is the anisotropic expansion matrix.
Hilbert transform [40] is used to convert even-symmetric shearlet into odd-symmetric shearlet. The formula of odd-symmetric shearlet is defined as
Next, the best direction of the road that exists on each pixel is calculated. We set j ∈ {J min , . . . , J max }, where J min and J max represent the minimum and maximum values of j respectively, f represents an image, f , ψ even j,k,x represents the even-symmetric shearlet coefficient at the position x, and f , ψ odd j,k,x represents the odd-symmetric shearlet coefficient at the position x. The best direction k *
for a road that exists on a pixel point x ∈ Z 2 is defined as
The calculation formula for the probability that each pixel exists on the road is
where ε > 0 prevents division by zero, T is a soft threshold applied for noise removal. From the Figure 3 and the equation (15), we can know thatẼ ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) may be less than 0 and E ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) cannot be greater than 1. And k j is defined as
To ensure that the probability value of each pixel is between 0 and 1, we takeẼ ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) into the equation (10) to calculate E ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x). IfẼ ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) is less than 0, we regard E ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) as 0. E ψ even ,ψ odd (f , x) is between 0 and 1, which indicates the likelihood of a road at the pixel x. Then, we make an exponential transformation of the image. Finally, we set a threshold and binarize the image to obtain the edge information of the GF-3 SAR image.
D. MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATION
Road detection based on shearlet can ensure the accuracy. But in the detection result, the edges are thick, and there are still a few false edges. Therefore, two morphological operations are used to further optimize the road result detected by shearlet in this section, including refinement and removal of false edges. Mathematical morphology is composed of a set of morphological algebraic operators. It has four basic operations: expansion, erosion, open operation and closed operation. They have their own characteristics in binary images and grayscale images. Based on these basic operations, various practical algorithms of mathematical morphology can be deduced and combined, and they can be used to analyze and process image shapes and structures.
1) EDGE REFINEMENT
The purpose of refinement is to make the width of the edge one pixel. The result of the refinement is called the skeleton of the original image. The skeleton has the same topological shape and connectivity as the original image. Hit-or-miss transformation is the theoretical basis for the marginalization of mathematical morphology. The basic idea of hit-or-miss transformation is to extract all pixels in the image that match a given neighborhood structure.
Let f (x, y) be the input image and b (x, y) be the structural element. b (x, y) is composed of two disjoint parts b 1 (x, y) and b 2 (x, y), and the intersection of them is an empty set. The union of them forms the structural element. So, the definition of f (x, y) hit by b (x, y) is defined as
where represents erosion. Further, we can know that the definition of edge refinement is defined as
Let's set up a series of structural elements as
Then, the formula of the image f (x, y) refined by the structural elements is defined as
It can be seen that the refinement process is to first refine the image f (x, y) with a structural element b 1 (x, y). Then, b 2 (x, y) is used to refine the result of b 1 (x, y) , and so on, until b n (x, y) is used to refine the image. The whole process is repeated until the results are no longer changed.
2) ELIMINATE FALSE EDGES
In a binary image, if two pixels with a value of 1 are adjacent, the two pixels can be connected. All the maximal connected blocks are found in the image matrix. The maximal connected block means that the connected block has already contained all adjacent pixels with a value of 1. As shown in Figure 4 , there are six maximal connected blocks. Each maximal connected block is traversed and the number of pixels in the connected block is calculated. Then, a threshold is set. If the number of pixels in a maximal connected block is less than the threshold, the value of all pixels in the connected block is set to 0, which is equivalent to treating the connected block as a false edge and then removing it. The above two-step morphological operations are simple and easy to implement. They can refine edges and remove a large number of false edges. Finally, a binary image with few false edges and clear roads is obtained.
In summary, the flowchart of road detection of GF-3 SAR images is shown in Figure 5 . Firstly, due to the appearance of speckle in GF-3 SAR images and the characteristics of the weak roads studied in this paper, we use the Frost filter for preprocessing, and try to preserve the useful features of the roads and suppress speckle effectively. Secondly, in order to apply shearlet, the multiplicative speckle model is transformed into additive one by logarithmic transformation. Then, we use even-symmetric shearlet and odd-symmetric shearlet to transform the image and obtain the transformed coefficients. A series of operations on the coefficients are performed to calculate the probability of a road on each pixel of image. Since shearlet has optimal sparsity and strong directional orientation, the detected roads is guaranteed to have high accuracy. Next, the result of the detection is exponentially transformed, and an appropriate threshold is selected for binarization. Lastly, in order to solve the problems of thick edges and false edges, two morphological operations are used, including refinement and removal of false edges, and then the final detected results of road can be obtained.
In a word, the proposed algorithm contains three key points. Firstly, the Frost filter is used for despeckling, which can reduce the impact of speckle on the subsequent road detection. Then, shearlet is used for road detection to get high detecting accuracy. Finally, morphological operations are adopted to refine edges and eliminate false edges to obtain the final result.
V. ROAD DETECTION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, three GF-3 SAR images are used to verify the proposed road detection algorithm. Figure 6 shows the road detection result of a GF-3 SAR image. We can see that the Frost filter can effectively reduce speckle interference, and road information is effectively preserved. Then, the use of shearlet with optimal sparsity and strong directional orientation can effectively detect roads and ensure the high accuracy, continuity and smoothness of road detection, but there are still a few false edges caused by speckle interference. Then, we use morphological operations to refine edges and remove false edges to obtain the final detected results. In summary, since shearlet has the optimal sparsity and strong directional localization, the road features of GF-3 SAR images with strong sparse characteristics can be efficiently detected. Figure 7 shows the road detection result of another GF-3 SAR image, and provides the detection results of the traditional difference operators for comparison. The essence of Canny operator is to use a quasi-Gaussian function to do the smoothing operation, and then use the first-order differential operator with direction to locate the derivative extremum to detect the edges. The essence of LoG operator is to smooth the original image with a Gaussian function, and then use the non-directional Laplacian operator to extract the zerocrossing points for edge detection. Sobel is a differential template operator that uses a template to convolve the image and extract the edges. There is a serious double-edge phenomenon and only partial road information in the Canny operator results. There is a serious rupture in the roads in the LoG operator results, but the roads trend can be barely seen as a whole. The Sobel operator is only a template operator, which causes road information to disappear almost completely. These three detection methods are based on difference, so the interference of the multiplicative speckle is extremely serious. It can be seen that the traditional three differential operators are not suitable for road detection of GF-3 SAR images, especially the detection of weak roads under strong speckle interference. The proposed method combines the Frost filter, detection based on shearlet and morphological operations. It not only uses the Frost filter to suppress speckle, but also uses the optimal sparsity and strong directional localization of shearlet. Additionally, the proposed method uses morphological operations to refine the results and remove the false edges, leading to the desired detection results of road. In short, the accuracy of the road detection results of the proposed method is high, and the roads detected are complete and smooth. Therefore, the proposed method is very suitable for the detection of the weak road under the strong speckle interference of GF-3 SAR images. Figure 8 shows the road detection result of the last GF-3 SAR image, and provides the detection results of the methods proposed in [41] and [42] for comparison. The detector proposed in [41] is a noise-robust color edge detector using gradient matrix and anisotropic Gaussian directional derivative matrix. The detector proposed in [42] is a ratio-based edge detector using Gaussian-Gamma-shaped bi-windows. In the detection result of the detector in [41] , there are lots of false edges and the road detected is seriously broken. In the detection result of the detector in [42] , there are also many false edges but the road detected is complete and smooth in some degree. Compared with our detector, the two latest methods still lead to much more false edges and detected roads with lower smoothness and completeness. So these two detectors are not suitable for the detection of weak roads under strong speckle interference for GF-3 SAR images. It should be noted that our method which combines the Frost filter, shearlet-based edge detection and morphological operations, is very efficient for detecting weak roads under strong speckle interference. Table 2 shows the qualitative evaluation results of different detectors. There are three indicators in this table, namely, anti-speckle, completeness and smoothness. Anti-speckle denotes the ability to reduce the influence of speckle on road detection results. This indicator is very important, especially for the detection of weak roads under strong speckle interference. Completeness denotes the clarity of the direction and outline of the detected road as a whole. Smoothness refers to the extent to which the detected road is continuous and does not break. It should be noted that our method is a compound algorithm and includes special designs for strong speck interference such as the combined use of Frost filter and morphological operations. So the ability of anti-speckle of our method is strong. Additionally, the completeness and smoothness of our method are both high, because we detect road information by using shearlet with the optimal sparsity and the strong directional orientation. In a word, owe to several advantages above, our method is very appropriate for the detection of weak roads under strong speckle interference for GF-3 SAR images.
VI. CONCLUSION
The weak roads under strong speckle interference are detected in this paper. Shearlet with optimal sparsity and strong directional orientation is used to construct an efficient detection method for GF-3 SAR images. Firstly, the Frost filter is used for despeckling and the valid road information is preserved effectively. Then, shearlet is used for road detection. Finally, two-step morphological operations are used to refine the detected edges and remove the false edges, and the final road detection results are obtained. The road detection experiments on various GF-3 SAR images demonstrate that, the proposed method can perform well with high detection accuracy, eliminate the false edges caused by speckle, and make the detected roads continuous and smooth. Therefore, our method is indeed an efficient method for road detection under strong speckle interference for GF-3 SAR images. ZENGGUO MARCIN WOŹNIAK received the Diploma degree in applied mathematics and computational intelligence. He is currently an Associate Professor with the Institute of Mathematics, Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice, Poland. His main scientific interest is neural networks with their applications together with various aspects of applied computational intelligence. He is a Scientific Supervisor in editions of the "Diamond Grant" and "The Best of the Best" programs for highly talented students from the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education. He served as an editor for various special issues, and as an organizer or the session chair at various international conferences and symposiums.
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